Time course of O2-pulse during various tests of aerobic power.
The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that oxygen pulse typically reaches a maximum before maximal oxygen consumption by observing the time course of oxygen pulse throughout exercise to maximal stress and to discern those physiologic variables which might predispose an individual to reach a peak in oxygen pulse before achieving maximal oxygen consumption. Thirty male volunteers ranging in age from 18-25 (X = 20.5) years were recruited for this study. Maximal oxygen uptake was assessed on both bicycle ergometer and treadmill. Based upon the results of the exercise tests, subjects were classified into subgroups as a consequence of whether or not a maximal oxygen pulse or a plateau in oxygen pulse was demonstrated during submaximal exercise. The results indicate that submaximal peaking or at least the achieving of plateau values of oxygen pulse does in fact occur in some but not all indivuals. It was observed that this phenomenon occurs at a relatively high percentage of maximal heart rate and maximal oxygen consumption. It appeared that individuals who demonstrate low heart rates at low-work intensities, high maximal heart rates, and a disproportionate increase in R for a given ventilation are most likely to reach a submaximal peak in oxygen pulse. Oxygen pulse during submaximal exercise appears to provide a good indication of cardiorespiratory fitness.